REDBUX
ADULT CRYPTO PAYMENT
fast – easy – safe

THE PAYMENT SOLUTION WITH
REDBUX - KNOW HOW
Smarter Banking and Payments
By merging banking and payments on one platform you only have a single
touchpoint for a maximum of flexibility and transparency over your occurring
expenses.
Fast and Secure on Blockchain
The decentralized functionality of blockchain and the additional verification
process of every participant ensures, that transactions are tramper-proof and
immutable in a Peer-to-Peer network.

Lower transaction fees
PayPodo’s competitive pricing eliminates a truckload of conventional fees.

WHY CAN WE OFFER THIS?
Decrease fraud and chargebacks
Our system identifies both parties upfront to ensure money flows are executed
by legitimized persons.

Transactions in both fiat and crypto
Extra revenue stream and conversions from fiat to crypto and vice versa.

Efficient customer retention
Customer loyalty is earned through a speedy KYC process, AI-driven AML, and
blockchain applications.

SECURITY STANDARDS
Your personal data stay with you
No need to save your credit card details at online merchants.
Decentral Data Management
Blockchain makes transactions tamper-proof and immutable.
2-Factor-Authentication
2-factor authentication guarantees that sensitive data are protected from
unauthorized access.
Know-Your-Online Merchant
You as consumer as well as our online merchants undergo a verification process
before the onboarding.
Guaranteed Deposit
Your deposits are backed up to €100.000 by the central bank.

FEATURES
Instantly send or receive money
Send/receive money to/from friends or family via e-mail, phone number
or QR-Code.
Instantly deposit and withdraw money
Your deposits and withdrawals are executed in the same second and
immediately effective.
Pay your Online Merchant
Our all in one solution saves you from switching between devices or
accounts when you do your online shopping.
Real-Time-Monitoring and Personalization
Set personalized limits or frequencies and receive instant notification
to always keep track of your finances.

START YOUR
BANKING AND PAYMENT ON
BLOCKCHAIN!
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